Week Beginning 23/11/20

English Unit – Survivors Week 2
Monday
Tuesday

Read through the text: The woman who
sailed into a hurricane.
Reread last week’s text: The Girl Who
Fell From The Sky.

Use the resource sheet for Monday to answer the comprehension questions
based on the text.
This week, we are going to be writing a survival guide for a jungle explorer.
Read through the resource sheet ‘Scuba Diving’. Note down ways in which a
jungle survival guide may be similar to this.
Use the planning resource sheet for Tuesday and fill in notes on each section for
a jungle survival guide. Remember to use your knowledge of Julianne’s survival
tricks (from the text) to inform this.
On the ‘Scuba Diving’ text, highlight the following:
Bullet points
Imperative verbs (bossy verbs to begin instructions)
First person pronouns.
Today you are going to write your own introduction to your Jungle Survival
Guide. Read through the scuba diving introduction on the Wednesday resource
sheet. How could this be adapted for a Jungle Survival guide? Using the
sentence starters below (on the sheet), write your own introduction by
improving and expanding ideas shown.

Wednesday

Look through the ‘Scuba Diving’
resource sheet and highlight all of the
sentence openers, conjunctions and
words/phrases that could be used in
your writing this week.

Thursday

Writing Session:
Write a survival guide for jungle explorers! Use your plan and your draft introduction to support you, along with the
words, phrases, conjunctions and sentence openers that you gathered in Wednesday’s lesson.
Once you have finished, re-read Julianne’s trek through the jungle. How many of the issues she encountered have you
addressed in your guide? If any are missing, edit and improve your writing to include these.
Go on to your Century account and access the SPAG course for Years 5 and 6, working through the tasks.

Friday
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